PROGRAM SHIRTS
Special programs within the school will be able to purchase specifically designed tops that adhere to the following guidelines:
- Must include school colours
- Must include school logo
- Must be selected from the following range: Murray Polo

PASS PANTHERS PHYSICAL EDUCATION HOUSE TOP
(Now available to purchase from Student Services)
$35.00
This Physical Education Uniform can be utilised for changing in PE (which is compulsory for practical lessons).
Students can then use this uniform to represent their house during our Athletics Carnival and a range of other house based activities that are run throughout the year. Points are accumulated over the course of the year and a Trophy Cup is issued to the winning house.
Support your Athletics Carnival House Team by wearing a House Team Shirt.

SPORTS UNIFORM
Students are requested to wear loose fitting clothing to allow free movement when participating in Physical Education and Dance. Students representing the school in sporting activities must wear appropriate uniform. Further information is available from the Sports Team Manager.

IMPLICATIONS OF POLICY BREACHES
Responsibilities
Caregroup Teachers will:
- Check to see if all students are in suitable uniform in the morning.
- Those students not in uniform must be directed to remain in the courtyard area during breaks.
- Make parent contact.
- Forward information to Year Level Senior Leaders for students who are consistently out of uniform.

Year Level Senior Leaders will:
- Liaise with home to support families to purchase uniforms.
- Further action as deemed necessary.
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SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY

The uniform policy has been developed using a consultative process involving parents, Student Representative Council, Governing Council, Students and Staff. The Uniform Policy is in place to:

- Provide a safe environment, allowing for the instant identification of non-school members within the school site.
- Provide a positive school image, an identification within the school and a sense of belonging and responsibility.
- Provide economical and serviceable clothing.

SCHOOL UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS

Years 8 – 12

Parents/Caregivers will be supported by the school to make sure their child wears the school uniform.

School clothing includes:
- PASS polo shirt
- PASS senior polo shirt
- PASS dress
- PASS windcheater
- PASS sun hat
- PASS shorts
- PASS jacket
- PASS dress
- PASS jacket

Students are required to wear identifiable school uniform at all times. This may include any combination of the available polo-shirts, rugby tops, hoody or jacket along with plain navy, grey or black bottoms. Tidy denim jeans may be worn, but must not be ripped or torn.

Students must also wear appropriate footwear in accordance with OHS&W requirements. Ugg boots and thongs are not suitable for school.

All shorts or skirts must be a minimum mid thigh length. Denim shorts are not deemed to be suitable.

Hats, beanies and hoods should be removed while inside.

A school polo shirt must be worn under winter garments, so that if jumpers and jackets are removed, students will still be in recognised uniform.

Jewellery is restricted to minimal items for safety reasons. In some subject areas, students will be expected to remove all jewellery for safety and hygiene reasons.

Standard Polo Shirt $35.00

Year 12 Students

Rugby Jumper $77.00

Zip Through Jacket $60.00

Senior Polo $37.00

Windcheater $30.00

Hoodie $44.00

Summer Dress $65.00

Hat $6.00

Short & Longer length Short

Now Available $20.00

Please note:
The Principal or his delegate reserves the right to judge the appropriateness of uniform items in relation to OHS&W standards.